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THE BIEFELD-BROWN EFFECT 
I 

The phenomenoo known as the Biefeld-Brown effect was discOvered aromd 1920 by 'l'hmlM Townsend Brown 

and first investigated in detail in 1923 by him md his physics professc:r at the time. Dr. Paul Alfn:d Biefeld. at 

Denison University in Granville, Ohio. 

• + 
c.;a50kV=~ 

The effect 

The effect coasists in the fact that a capacita charged to high voltage (in the kV Rage) exhibits a tendency 
to travel in the direction of its positively charged plate. In other wads, a propelling force is generated which is 

independent of the OOelltation of the capacita in space. 

The diagram above illustrates the pinciple of a setup wWch permits a relatively sensitive demoostratioo of the 

effect. A torsional pendulum consisting of two plate capacitors and an insulating camoc.ting rod is suspended oo 
a fine wire. The capacitor plates ue COIIIlected together "crosswise" [text missing - TR) possible whether the pure 

effect has been observed (which in this is compeDSated). Tbe entire apparatus must [text missing· TR) be housed 

in a protective enclosure to isolate it from drafts. This enclosure should be placed in an environment in which 
ambient temperature remains as uniform as possible; to prevent coovectioo inside the enclosure. it should be 

protected from exposure to heat radiatioo. The enclosure should also constitute a Faraday cage coofigured such that 

[text missing • TR) if the air can be evacuated from the enclosure. It is occasionally [text missing - TR) that the 

effect can be attributed to the so-called "ion wind," i.e .• to the repulsion of charged gas ims by a similarly charged 
surface. This explanation. however. is inadequate in view of the fact that the Biefeld-Brown effect was also to be 

observed in experiments in vacuum chambers. Incidentally, these variants also offer the ooly opportunity to observe 
the effect in its "pure" fonn. 
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The streagth of tbe effect is a fuDCtioo of the fol1owiDa: 

the voltage applied to the capaciur. 
the capacitm:e of the capacitor. i.e .• 
a plate surface. I 
a distaDce between plates, 

a type of dielectric (dielectric COD$taD.t!); 

the density ci the dielectric (!); 

various enviroomental cooditioos. e.a. sunspots(!); 8Dd 
the shape of tbe capacito: and. accordingly. of tbe electric field. 

Thomas TOWDSeDd Brown 

Th<mas Townsend Brown was bom in ZaDesville. Ohio in 1905. Be was already relatively early demoostrating 

great interest in space travel 8Dd electronics. While he was still in college be discovered the BiefeJd-Brown effect. 
later named after him and his physics professor. which he would first begin to investigate in detail in 1923 at 
Denison University in Granville Ohio. Be attributed the ef-fect to the relationship hypothesized to exist between 

eJectric and gravitational fields. 
After graduation [text missing- TR] the Navy's Naval Research Lab<ratory. 
In 1932. as staff physicist. he participated in the U.S. Navy Department's Intematiooal Gravity Expedition to 

the West Indies and in 1933 in tbe Jobnson-Smitbsnnian Deep Sea Expeditioo. What he worked on for the Navy 

after 1939 is not known in any detail. although it is assumed that. amoog other things, be did wcl'k on the 
Philadelphia Project Com:urrently with his professional activities. however. he continued at Jeast privately to study 
the effect he had discovered and work on technical applications of it Following a nervous breakdown. Brown was 
retired in early 1944 on the recommendation ri Navy physicians. Be later worked as a consultant for the Lockheed
Vega Aircraft Co:po:ation. which he left in 1952 [text missing - TR] that the apparatus could lift more than its own 
weight. 

In 1953 Brown succeeded in flying ooe of his "airfoils" around a 6 m-diameter circular course in a laboratory. 
The apparatus was connected by 

wire to a pole 8Dd in this way supplied with the required SO kV operating voltage. Required power was 50 W. 
The apparatus reached a top speed of almost 185 km/h. 

Following initial successes 8Dd improvements, as well as a number of demonstrations in Europe. the French 

company SNCASO. fo: which Brown was working at the time. merged with another; and his research funding was 

cancelled. 

Brown returned to the U.S. and there within a year found himself chief consultant on the Whitehall-Rand 
Project. a program of antigravity JeSean:h controlled by the Balmson Canpany in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. 

But then after Bahnson was involved in a aash in his private airaaft. the project was terminated. 
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In 1958 Brown tried again. this time forming his own CCDp811y, Rand lntematioDal Limited. which still exists 
as a business orpnizati<IL But despite numerous U.S. and fmeign palellts, he IDd his "Graviu" would not see 
success. He held several more demonstratioos, i.Dcluding ooe for NASA. and cootinued his private investigatioos 

in California. 

T. T. B~ owns the following patents: 

A Method of and an Apparatus or Machine for Produciug Fm:e or Motioo. 

U.S. Patent No. 300,311, Nov. 15, 1928 

Electrostatic Motor 
U.S. Patent No. 1,974,483, Sept. 25, 1934 

EJectrokinetic Apparatus 
U.S. Patent No. 2,949,550, Aug. 16, 1960 

ElectrokiDetic Geuerator 
U.S. Patent No. 3,022,430, Feb. 20, 1962 

EJectrokinetic Apparatus 

U.S. Patent No. 3,187 .206. June 1. 1965 
Method and Apparatus for Produciug laos and Electrically Olarged Aerosols 

U.S. Patent No. 3.296.491. Jan. 3, 1967 
Fluid Flow Cootrol System 

U.S. Patent No. 3.518,462, June 30, 1970 

Other Research 

In (3) below, Sven Mielordt describes his attempt to demoostrate the Biefeld-Brown effect qualitatively. The 

diagram below illustrates the setup. The use of barium titanate as tbe dielectric and the canbination d. a torsimal 

pendulum with an optical pointer produces clearly observable (qualitative) results at even the relative low voltage 

of 5 kV. Reversal of the polarity of the voltage source and tbe resulting reversal of the effect show that this is not 

an electrostatic effect (attraction or repulsion). The im wind. however, cannot be ruled out as an explanation. This 

would be possible only with an evacuated apparatus. 
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